
Country: France
Region: Burgundy
Subregion: Maconnais
Vintage: 2015 although listed as Non-vintage
Colour: White
Grape Variety: Chardonnay
Bottle Size: 75cl
Closure: Natural cork
Style: A crisp and refreshing fizz
Drink With: As an aperitif or with apertisers
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DOMAINE DU BICHERON CREMANT DE

BOURGOGNE BLANC DE BLANCS

https://gerrardseel.co.uk/products/domaine-du-bicheron-cremant-de-bourgogne

This delicious non vintage Cremant de Bougogne is 100% from the Chardonnay
grape grown in the chalky soils of the vineyards close to Peronne in the Maconnais.
Before being prepared for shipment, the wine spent 18 months on its lees in bottle
to enrich the final flavour. It is fresh as a daisy with a clean, crisp and citrus palate,
excellent fruit and a lingering finish. Made in the same method as Champagne, it
drinks in the same way but with a much reduced price ticket. Well presented too,
this makes a first class aperitif.

ABOUT THE GROWER

Domaine Du Bicheron is located in Péronne, in the department of Saône Et Loire in
southern Burgundy. This is a small village of about 580 people, lying about 20km
north of Mâcon. The domaine is named after "Le Bicheron", a small stream with its
source in St. Pierre Lanques.

Over time, the property has been passed down from generation to generation,
along with knowledge and experience that is continually evolving and improving. It
all started in 1889, when Antoine Rousset acquired a small vineyard of just 0.3
hectares in size. When he died, his son Georges took over the estate, eventually
passing it on to his son Daniel who retired in 2004. Today, Daniel's children,
Geneviève and Denis, run the estate which has expanded to cover an area of 50
hectares.

The vineyards are planted on hillsides of clay-limestone soils, spread over the
municipalities of Péronne, Azé and, since 2009, Viré. The 98% of the estate's
plantings are Chardonnay, and these vines produce both still white wines and
sparkling Crémant De Bourgogne. The remaining 2% is a combination of Gamay
and Pinot Noir, dedicated to the production of red Burgundy and red Mâcon-Azé.

Environmentally aware, Domaine Du Bicheron practices reasoned agriculture to
reduce its use of aggressive treatments as much as possible, favouring lower impact
methods both traditional (grassing, ploughing) and modern (the use of pheromones
to cause sexual confusion among insect pest populations).

The Roussets' various vineyard holdings enable them to produce and bottle 6
different appellations on the property. Harvesting is carried out partly by hand, for
sparkling wines, and partly by machine, for still wines The use of a harvesting
machine allows them to wait until the grapes reach the perfect point of ripeness
without the expense and inconvenience of keeping a team of human pickers on
standby. This allows them to make the best possible wines with the absolute
minimum amount of intervention.

The Roussets are demanding winemakers, committed to offering quality wines. To
this end, Domaine Du Bicheron has signed the charter of the independent
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winegrowers to ensure that the highest standards of winemaking are always upheld,
that the finest traditions are preserved and respected and that the culture and
pleasure of their wines is shared whenever possible.


